About SPROG
Created by Kirkwood residents over 45 years ago, SPROG has provided Kirkwood’s youth with a robust
summer program that has enhanced reading and math skills, offered educational field trips and
swimming fun, and created employment opportunities for teenagers. A fixture in the community, SPROG
has impacted the lives of thousands of Kirkwood students.

Expanding with Horizons
SPROG is excited to expand its program: first, by moving from Grace Episcopal Church to Kirkwood High
School, so we can serve more children and provide on-campus swimming lessons during the six-week
program; and also by partnering with Horizons National to bring Horizons’ award-winning program to
the students of Kirkwood, which will enhance curriculum, increase the supports provided to students,
and integrate data to demonstrate student outcomes.

About Horizons
Horizons successfully closes gaps in opportunity so students from low-income families can live
empowered, choice-filled lives. Educating the whole child is the core of Horizons, driven by a belief that
young people thrive best in a community of support that integrates the life skills necessary for long-term
success. As children grow from kindergarten through high school, Horizons’ out-of-school time academic
and enrichment programs transform young lives by providing a safe and encouraging space for kids to
explore their potential. Across the country, Horizons students acquire the joy of learning, the skills for
success, and the inspiration to imagine and achieve their dreams.

An Exciting Partnership for Kirkwood Youth
SPROG looks forward to implementing Horizons’ proven model to help students achieve consistent
summer gains in reading and math of approximately 8-12 weeks, as compared to the typical 8-12 -week
loss experienced by most children from low-income households. Like SPROG, Horizons is funded entirely
by private philanthropy, and relies on the support of partnerships throughout the community.
Partnering with Horizons will allow SPROG to serve more Kirkwood students, while creating a stronger
base of support in and around the St. Louis area that will enable the program to continue providing
educational opportunities for years to come. Every student learns to swim, engages in new curriculum,
and becomes part of a robust and stable learning community. SPROG students are bright, eager, and
deserving of these experiences, and we believe our partnership with Horizons will only enhance the
strong foundations SPROG has built in our community.
Learn More
SPROG www.sproginc.org and Horizons National www.horizonsnational.org

SPROG in partnership with Horizons National is a 501(c)(3) organization.

Donate Today!

_____ $600 provides bus transportation for one field trip
_____ $1,000 enables 100 children to go on a field trip
_____ $2,000 sponsors the total cost for one child to attend the program

General Donations
_____ SPROUT - up to $1,000
_____ BEARY GOOD FRIEND - $2,000 or more
_____ SAMARITAN - $4,000 or more
_____ SAGE - $5,000 or more

Mail checks made payable to:
SPROG, Inc.
P.O Box 220274
Kirkwood, MO 63122

SPROG in partnership with Horizons National is a 501(c)(3) organization.

